
HE Tec 
 
Discover our leading  
high efficiency technology 



aleo manufactures 
modules up to 310W 

 
aleo produces among the most powerful 60 cells modules of the 

worldwide market and is at the forefront of the  
development of PERC based solar modules. 



We rely on our HE Tec technology to 
achieve such performances 

 
HE Tec is based on the association of high performance and highly reliable 

components so that to achieve the most powerful power classes. 



At the core are the  
CELCO® cells 
 
Our HE Tec modules embark the CELCO® technology 
developed by our mother company Sino-American Silicon 
Products Ltd which is at the forefront of the global solar 
industry in high efficiency solar cells. Those cells are either 
produced in Taïwan by SAS or in Germany, by aleo’s 
subsidiary, aleo Sunrise GmbH. 

>21% 
average efficiency 

Up to 5 busbars PERC technology 



CELCO® cells have  
industry leading features 

 
With superior efficiency and LID behavior, CELCO® cells are the best guarantee 

for above average yields in operation. 

 
Average crystalline 

silicon cells CELCO 

 
20,74% 

 
20,10% 

 
CELL EFFICIENCY 

 
LIGHT INDUCED 
DEGRADATION 

 
Average Mono  

Q4 2015 
Source: ITRPV 

Average CELCO 
Q4 2015  

-0,6% 

 
-1% to -3% 



PERC technology is set to become 
the new industry standard 

 
PERC technology is a solar cell architecture that enables to keep improving 

efficiencies. While the standard Al-BSF technology used for the last three decades 
reaches its limits, PERC technology is the most promising platform for the years 

to come.  Sooner or later, you will be using it. 
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Click to learn more on PERC 
 technology on our blog 

 
WWW.ALEO-SOLAR.COM/BLOG 

http://www.aleo-solar.com/category/high-efficiency/


Our know-how on PERC 
traces back in the 80’s 
 
Drs. Szpitalak, Beilby and Tjahjono are solar pioneers. 
Esteemed alumni of the Center of Excellence for 
Photovoltaics and Photonics at the University of New 
South Wales in Australia, they have been spearheading 
PERC technology for over 30 years and set multiple world 
records. Responsible not only for implementing CELCO® 
technology at SAS, but for introducing groundbreaking new 
developments to the industry at large, we’re proud to call 
them the driving force behind our solar science. 
 



The invisible made visible 
 
Solar modules look the same and it is often difficult to 
perceive their differences. HE Tec modules feature 
exclusive LHS busbars technology. They reflect incident 
light towards the solar cells for increased output. Take a 
laser and observe by yourself premium technology and 
know-how that make a difference. 



A synonym for HE Tec. 
PERFORMANCE. 
 
HE Tec technology is built to produce significantly 
more yields than traditional crystalline technologies.  

Up to

+5,7% 
 

more yields over  
Tier 1 European  

polycrystalline module* 

 
 

* results from a one year field test study realized by the solar search lab of the Politecnico di Milano in 2014/2015 



S19 
300W – 310W 

S59 
300W – 310W 

S79 
295W – 305W 

The HE Tec range 
 

- 60 cells modules - 



Ready to offer the best 
to your customers ? 

 

click to get in touch 

http://www.aleo-solar.com/contact
https://linkedin.com/company/aleo-solar
https://facebook.com/aleosolargmbh/
https://twitter.com/aleo_solar

